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Featured articles and news

Interview with Brian Berry

The FMB Chief Executive talks about the skills time bomb, the lack
of land for small builders, and cautious Brexit optimism.

Featured building

Gaudi's famous Casa Mila
with its undulating cliff-like
facade and sculptural
roofdeck.

Engineering in the 21st
century

Is the term 'construction
industry' outdated, and how
can engineers adapt to new
technologies? 

Skills shortage

The Construction Youth
Trust's view about how to
tackle the skills shortage.

Brutalist landmark under
threat

A campaign is underway to
save Ove Arup's Dunelm
House at Durham University.

Types of bonds

An introduction to the types of bonds used in the construction
industry.

Around the web

World Architecture News, 5
Jan

The story behind Richard
Murphy's 'Rubik's Cube' house
in Edinburgh.

Construction Index, 5 Jan

The Irish government sets out
a framework for improving
transport’s resilience to climate
change.

The B1M, 5 Jan

How BIM helped deliver the
New Royal Adelaide Hospital
in Australia.

BSRIA, 4 Jan

BSRIA responds to the
government's announcement
of new starter homes.

The Guardian, 4 Jan

Construction enjoys the fastest
growth in new orders in almost
a year.

The Manufacturer, 4 Jan

Do these self-assembling
objects from MIT represent a
new frontier for
manufacturing?

Construction Manager, 4 Jan

Digital and innovation leaders
give their predictions about the
technologies of 2017.

ArchDaily, 3 Jan

Architects ridicule the
government's Garden Villages
plan, calling it 'an impotent
tweeification of housing policy'.
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